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The metaphor “the sky of wine” belongs to Abu Nuwas 
(762–813), the favorite poet of Caliph Harun al-Rashid. 
Being a good judge of wine, he as no one else excel-
lently united the temperament of a man of merry feast-
ing with the wittiness and ingenuity of a literary artist.1

I. Y. Krachkovsky likens the subjects selected by Abu 
Nuwas to become the heroes of his poems to the deco-
ration of Sasanian gold and silver bowls on which rep-
resentations of royal feasts, hunting, and military scenes 
are concealed under the wine. In the figurative array of 
the poetry of Abu Nuwas, who was much esteemed in 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, we are attracted 
by a particular poetic image that through the magi-
cal phrase “...the sky of wine, on which stars are like 
bubbles...”2 allows us to perceive and closely approach 
the authentic meaning of separate pictures decorating 
the glazed banqueting vessels of the Crimea—quite dis-
tant from Baghdad. It may seem strange that we have 
turned to the Abbasid period to explain the subjects 
on wine vessels remote from the poet’s own period by 
three or even four centuries. In explanation we can 
note only that the “wine cycle” poems of Abu Nuwas 
were also popular at the end of the twelfth and in the 
thirteenth century; they were more than occasionally 
commented on by the Arabian historian Ibn al-Athir 
(1160–1233), who gathered the first rumors about the 
invasion of the Mongols. Information about the poet 
was also preserved by such biographers as Yaqut al-
Hamawi (1179–1229) and Ibn Khallikan (1211–81).3

Even if we do not see Abu Nuwas’s favorite subjects—
Khusraw’s court enter tainments, Bahram Gur’s hunts, 
or Christian clergy with their Gospels—in the decor 
of the glazed bowls from the Crimea, it is impossible 
to give up the idea that the joy of the street with its 
Crimean warmth, Levantine tolerance, and bravery of 
bold local youths might have left their traces here. It 
is clear that this article will be about the attribution 
of separate pieces and the series to which they be-
long, though it should be noted that the repertory of 
Crimean sgraffito vessels of the twelfth to fourteenth 

centuries, in contrast to those of Nesebur in Bulgaria4

or Famagusta in Cyprus,5 is quite narrow, and that the 
vessels themselves were very seldom decorated by com-
positions with images of human figures.

 For analysis we will take three vessels. The first two 
are small bowls for wine, made from fired clay covered 
with greenish yellow or, sometimes, brown glaze, each 
with a body in the form of a truncated hemisphere on 
a short ring stem. It is best to begin with the bowl dis-
covered at the site of the ancient Byzantine settlement 
Chersonese (Khersones); this vessel is now in the State 
Hermitage Museum, inventory number X. 369. One of 
a number of non-registered finds, it was first described 
by A. L. Yakobson.6 Preserved is the bottom part of the 
hemispherical bowl on a stem (3.9 cm in height), cov-
ered on the inside by greenish-yellow glaze over an en-
gobe background, and on the outside by green glaze 
with manganese stripes. On the interior is an image 
of a personage in an animal mask, with a sword in 
his right hand and what is quite possibly a buckler in 
his left (fig. 1). The hero’s posture suggests that he is 
brandishing the unsheathed sword. He is clothed in 
a tight caftan with folds to his knees; his waist is en-
circled by a girdle with a sheath at his side. On the 
hero’s right is a distinctive three-part flower, like his 
figure depicted by incised lines combined with carved-
out ground. In the opinion of Yakobson, the animal 
mask of the hero identifies him as a buffoon. V. N. 
Zalesskaya has assessed the picture differently: defin-
ing the hero as a dog-headed personage, she first sug-
gested that he represents a prototype of the warrior-
saint Christopher Cynocephalus, and later on that he 
is the saint himself.7

 To my mind, there are insufficient grounds for such 
an identification. We cannot find any clear delineation 
of a nimbus on the preserved part of the picture. More-
over, it is unlikely that an image of the warrior-saint 
would be considered appropriate for the bottom of a 
wine bowl, which was not designed for liturgical pur-
poses. There is no attestation for such an interpreta-
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tion in the ceramic tradition of Byzantium and its prov-
inces. At the same time, masked personages played an 
important role in carnival and theater, which are char-
acteristic features of the Byzantine festival, both in pal-
ace chambers and in town squares. A considerable role 
was also imparted to the cynocephalus here: the image 
of the dog-headed man with a spear on a fresco deco-
rating the wall of the north stairway of a tower of the 
eleventh-century St. Sophia Cathedral in Kiev attests to 
this, as does a twelfth-century Byzantine miniature from 
Nazianzus.8 The images of actors with dog-head masks 
and even swords in hand can be found in the Arme-
nian literary tradition.9 Therefore, the opinion of A. L. 
Yakobson about the image of the masker seems prefer-
able. Nevertheless, we share V. N. Zalesskaya’s view of 
the connection of the Chersonese find with the manu-

facturing centers of Asia Minor, on the grounds that 
the image of the warrior-cynocephalus itself was more 
familiar and understandable to the townsfolk of Chal-
cedon and Trebizond (Trapezus), where churches dedi-
cated to St. Christophoros were situated. This is also 
true for the peasants living near the monasteries of the 
Bithynian Olympus, whose heavenly protector was St. 
Christopher. The fragment from Chersonese, in our 
opinion, should be dated to the end of the twelfth 
or the beginning of the thirteenth century, but it re-
mains a puzzle whether the decor of the bowl is con-
nected specifically with the image of St. Christopher. 
It is worth noting that European cosmographical cul-
ture at least since Adam of Bremen was full of rumors 
about dog-headed human beings. The images of cyno-
cephali are also found in the Near East, for instance in 

Fig. 1. Wine goblet. Found in Crimea, Khersones. Byzantine, end of the twelfth to beginning of the thirteenth century. 
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metalwork of Ayyubid Syria. In one of thirty quatrefoil 
medallions decorating a silver-inlaid basin made at the 
end of the 1230s by the craftsman al-Dhaki al-Mawsili 
for the sultan al-{Adil Abu Bakr II (r. 1238–40), one 
can see a scene with two cynocephali conversing with 
each other at a table (or by a potter’s wheel?). Depicted 
on the upraised palm of one of the interlocutors is a 
goblet.10 Recently A.  Yurchenko reminded us that in 
Central Asia, among the Uighurs, a legend about men 
with dogs’ faces has been known since the end of the 
eighth or the beginning of the ninth century; among 
the Chinese it has been current since the tenth cen-
tury, though it comes down to us in a thirteenth-cen-
tury collection.11 Kirakos Gandzaketsi, the author of 
“The History of Armenia,” mentions a legend about a 
land inhabited by men with dog heads that was heard 
in 1254 by Hetum, the king of Armenia Minor, at the 
court of the Great Khan of the Mongols.12 Seven years 
earlier, in 1247, a Franciscan friar, Benedict, had come 
to believe that his interlocutor, an ethnic Mongol, had 
known a woman who bore a dog-boy by a Tartar (i.e., a 
Mongol).13

 The favorable totemic content of the dog (or wolf) 
image in Turkic and Mongolian tradition14 fires our 
imagination in interpreting the image of the dog-headed 
man in the Turkic milieu of Chersonese at the time 
when the Crimea was ruled by the Golden Horde. Nev-
ertheless we must be cautious, if only in deference to 
the memory of the ingenuous Friar Benedict.

 By the type of the small wine bowl on the ring stem, 
and by the nature of its pale yellow glaze and the style 
of its sgraffito outlines, where dotted lines are com-
bined with dark brown spots on the areas of removed 
engobe, the vessel with the cynocephalus is close to a 
bowl from Sugdeya (Sudak), which depicts a male fig-
ure standing frontally.15 Besides their shared general 
approach to form and decor, the two bowls are con-
nected by the characteristic drawing of the three-part 
blossoming shrub on each figure’s right (fig. 2). 

 On the bowl from Sudak, a youth (without head-
dress according to Byzantine tradition) is clothed in 
a striped, fitted caftan with an axial slit and elbow-
length sleeves tapering almost to knee level. One can 
see a garment with tight sleeves under his caftan; this 
undergarment and a wide band across the caftan are 
reproduced in reserve, as is a geometrical figure above 
the right shoulder of the youth. To his left is a stylized 
tree. His face is schematically portrayed en face. A loss 
in the area of his head makes it impossible to describe 
his haircut, but above his right shoulder an earring is 

clearly discernible. The young man’s left hand is raised 
to his breast; his right arm is bent at the elbow and he 
holds a wine horn in his right hand. On the exterior 
the bowl is decorated with an arcaded motif typical of 
the thirteenth century.

  A whole series of intact bowls and fragments of 
glazed sgraffito ceramics with images similar to the 
find from Sudak is known. As early as 1914 one frag-
mented bowl of this type was found in Constantinople.16

Other finds come from the Byzantine provinces, but 
predominantly they are connected with the territory 
of northeastern Bulgaria and originate from medieval 
Varna, Nesebur, and Caliacra,17 the Caliacra examples 
from the time of the second Bulgarian kingdom, and 
all dating from the thirteenth century. Actually, in all 
bowls of this type, the personages depicted wear cloth-

Fig. 2. Wine goblet. Above: interior, with detail of three-part 
shrub at left. Below: exterior, decoration and profile. Found in 
Crimea, Sugdeja (Sudak). Byzantine, thirteenth century.
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ing nearly identical to, or sometimes with small varia-
tions from, the dress of the youth on the bowl found 
at Sudak. All of them have wine horns; since the level 
of wine filling the horn is indicated, one may surmise 
that these horns were made of glass. 

 A series of vessels with the very same personage dic-
tates that we think about the reason for choosing this 
type of hero. We can suppose him to represent a cup-
bearer, whose traditional function at a feast is not only to 
pour out or ladle, but also to bring wine. The Umayyad 
poet al-Akhtal, a Christian by parentage and a recog-
nized “master of wine poetry,”18 had a youth who served 
as a cupbearer (al-saqi): “A garland [probably of flow-
ers] and earrings are used for his embellishment...his 
dress is tucked up.... The color of his skin is reddish...it 
is possible that he is a Greek by birth.…”19 Of these 
four formal tokens of a cupbearer in Arabian wine 
poetry, only one—an earring in the right ear of the 
youth—remains common to our vessels. Although in 
the Arabian East peasant girls are also well known to 
have been cupbearers, it is beyond any doubt that the 
hero depicted on our bowls is male. In the verses of 
Abu Nuwas, who was Muslim, the jacket of a beautiful 
cupbearer “complains of the squeezing caused by the 
two pomegranates of her breasts,”20 which by no means 
could be said about our hero.

 The meaningful center of the composition of the 
Crimean find as well as of those to which it is related 
is the wine horn. At the time for draining “the sky of 
wine,” the figure of a cupbearer with a horn, repeated 
again and again on the surface of the goblet surface 
glossed by fragrant moisture, is an invitation to continue 
friendly merrymaking and a symbol of an unquench-
able thirst for life. This state is timeless; as Osip Mandel-
shtam has said, “If you are a cupbearer and a scoop-
ing fellow / Give me power without empty froth / To 
drink to the health of the revolving tower / Of close 
and wild azure.” 21

 At first sight it might appear strange that we take 
recourse to the foreign cultural experience of an Arabian 
and a Russian poet to explain the image of a cupbearer 
on a Byzantine vessel. However, our subject deals with a 
deep-seated aspect of culture. Furthermore, the cate-
gorizing of ceramics into “Byzantine” and “non-Byzan-
tine” is rather a matter of convention,22 and one might 
add that in the post-Golden Horde Crimean town of 
Solkhat/Eski-Krym, where it seems the Islamic vector 
prevailed in the city’s development up to the middle of 
the seventeenth century, “Islamic” ceramics were man-
ufactured by “all the infidels,” i.e., by the local Greeks, 

Armenians, and Jews.23

 Nevertheless, let us return to our main idea. Perhaps 
one may wonder that the universality of the subject of 
wine and the human weakness for merrymaking and 
the hospitable table so characteristic of the Byzantines 
did not call into being a Byzantine poetry of wine. This 
distinguishing feature was brought to our attention by 
the famous translator and commentator of the Alex-

iad, Professor Yakov Lyubarsky, who drew attention to 
the wine motifs in the poems of Ptochoprodromus.24

Nevertheless, a lack of wine poetry as a genre cannot 
overshadow the obvious inclination of the Byzantines 
for the heathen feast. It is no accident that Gregory of 
Nazianzus (330–390), in a poetic dialogue with his own 
soul, wrote:25

You want the repast / to be full of fragrance / and the 
viands to be sweet? / You want lyres and timbrels / to 
hearten by their sounds? / You want boys to twist / in 
non-manly dancing, / and girls to go round / uncovering 
themselves disgracefully? / You want to amuse youself / 
like those in whose body lust / is raging, being inflamed 
/ by the ardent Bacchus? 

It is possible to say that our material, if we do not take it 
as a fancy of the potter’s excited imagination, responds 
to the call of St. Gregory’s soul by the “ardent Bacchus” 
with consent rather than negation.

Another expressive example of the polyphony of the 
Golden Horde’s street is a large bowl glazed in pale 
yellow with green drips, which we found in 1986 (fig. 
3). This bowl was discovered in a closed complex with 
coins of the first half of the fourteenth century dur-
ing the exploration of the central sector of medieval 
Solkhat.26 Regarding its function, it is likely that the ves-
sel should be attributed to the class of pouring vessels. 
To understand its place on a festive table it is essential 
to note that the inner sides of the bowl were decorated, 
in sgraffito technique, with a fish swimming towards the 
bottom, between pomegranate bushes. On the exterior 
the bowl features a banquet scene in a pomegranate 
garden (figs. 4, 5), with five or six young men partici-
pating (the presence of one figure is in doubt because 
of the chipped surface). Clothed in tunics (kamºz) and
elegant turbans rolled in the wide and sumptuous Ara-
bian fashion, the young men differ in their hairstyle. 
Two with single braids are undoubtedly Turks. Another, 
with a short haircut, imitates an acrobat; he juggles 
three goblets, drinking up the last one (fig. 5). The 
participants of the banquet on the Solkhat bowl are 
emphatically young, adventurous equals at the feast. It 
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Fig. 3. Wine bowl (?). Found in Crimea, Solkhat. Golden Horde, first half of fourteenth century.

Fig. 4. Wine bowl (?). Detail of exterior.
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al-Nasir. However, of more importance is that its pop-
ular form was picked up by the Akhº (brotherhoods), 
in which the main role was played by the handicrafts 
guilds. Ibn Battuta reports: 28

The Akhº live throughout the country populated by the 
Turks, in every province of Asia Minor, in every town and 
in every village. Through all the [Muslim] world there are 
no people like them, full of such care about foreigners, so 
striving for hospitality, restraint of tyrants, killing of the 
accomplices of tyrants and malefactors who act in concert 
with them.…This community is also called futuwwa...

The brotherhoods of the Akhº, having crossed the bor-
ders of the southern Black Sea coast in 1222 with the 
Seljuks of Amir Husam al-Din Choban, about whom 
the chronicle of Ibn Bibi reports, put down roots on 
the northern coast and are known by the materials of 
the Golden Horde. In 1333, in Azak, Ibn Battuta came 
across a representative of the local association of the
Fity¸n Akhº Boçakçi. The famous Moroccan arrived in the 
Golden Horde from Solkhat (the Venetian part of the 
town was called Tana), where, according to the Turkic 
epitaph of a gravestone of 1374, there lived and died 
an alemdar (standard bearer) of the local (?) Akhºs.29

 Thus there are positive grounds for the presence of 
“men of the futuwwa” in a feast scene from the Solkhat 

is natural to suppose that they are representatives of 
the association of young men calling themselves fity¸n

(singular fatan, “young man” or “youth”).
 As early as the ninth century unions (clubs) of the 

fity¸n sprang up in the Near East, where they were called 
futuwwa (youth, adolescence, knighthood, chivalry). The 
fity¸n followed a certain code of honor, vowing faith-
fulness in friendship, generosity, nobleness, courage, 
and chastity (only unmarried men were admitted to the 
brotherhood). Born in the cities of Iraq and Khurasan 
as associations outside the state, the futuwwa movement 
was used by Caliph al-Nasir in the twelfth and thir-
teenth centuries for expansion of the caliphate’s author-
ity beyond the bounds of Iraq. In 1208 a decree was 
issued declaring the caliph the head of the movement, 
thus laying the foundation for the court futuwwa. “But 
the Mongol catastrophe,” G. von Grunebaum writes, 
“swept away the court futuwwa before it became firmly 
established and left only the ‘bürgerlich’ futuwwa, which 
ran the lesser political risk and had no relation to any 
one system of government. It persisted in various local 
forms in different periods, being particularly stable in 
Turkic territory.”27 The ideas and ceremonial rites of 
the futuwwa reached Asia Minor in the time of {Izz al-
Din Kaykawus I (1210–19),  who was the father-in-law of 

Fig. 5. Wine bowl (?). Detail of exterior.
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find. Hence this is the first known image of Akhº towns-
men in the medieval ceramics of the entire Muslim East. 
The bowl itself was made in the first half of the four-
teenth century by a local potter who has learned the 
lessons of the Seljuq ceramic school of Anatolia.30

 Our finds, as well as the logic of design evolution 
of the subject in sgraffito ceramics independent of the 
confessional affiliation of skilled ceramics masters, indi-
cate growing attention to the subject of the new hero—
the man of the town—in the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries, whether he was a resident of the privileged 
quarters or a “knight of the side street.” Our investiga-
tions in Solkhat show that in the local East Crimean 
school both the Byzantine and the Seljuq traditions 
live in harmony without constraint among the potters 
manufacturing table vessels with graphic sgraffito draw-
ing.

 Living under the same sky, personages represented 
on ceramics of the Crimean, Bulgarian, and Anatolian 
finds, as well as their prototypes from Solkhat, Varna, or 
Amasia, were closer to each other than it would seem. 
K. Matschke notes the youth institutions similar to the 
associations of the futuwwa in the late Byzantium. At this 
point, the members of the male unions were notable 
for their common behavior at official festivals.31 Their 
dances (involving young peasants and shepherds) dur-
ing the celebration of Easter in provincial Prodek are 
described by Nicephorus Gregoras.32 Here in Byzan-
tium the “table communes” only partly coincided with 
the parish communities. However, they resemble the
fity¸n of the Near East in their mentality both at the 
level of provincial towns and in the milieu of aristo-
cratic youth in the capitals.

 “I went astray in the sky—what can I do? / To whom 
it is close—answer me!”33

The State Hermitage Museum

St. Petersburg, Russia
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